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Introduction
Continental Bakeries is a European bakery group specialized in the 
production of biscuits, bread replacements and toast. The focus 
is on private label products and a number of great own brands 
such as Haust, Gille, Grabower, Bussink, Brinky and Continental 
Bakeries. Continental Bakeries has nine “Production Centres of 
Excellence” in Western Europe. Products are exported worldwide 
with Western Europe as the most important market. Continental 
Bakeries aims to create affordable daily moments of goodness and 
delight, in close cooperation with all stakeholders.

Project 
In January 2016 the central planning department at Continental 
Bakeries was in need of temporary additional planning capacity. 
Besides, uniform ways of working were preferred. Together 
with the team at Continental Bakeries, an EyeOn consultant 
transformed existing knowledge and ideas into implemented 
solutions. A quick start was made with the implementation of 
‘quick wins’ and improvements to the capacity planning tool. 
The central planning department is now capable of generating 
fast up-to-date weekly capacity overviews for all production 
plants. Additionally, the planning system is equipped to calculate 
different scenario’s. It makes capacity issues graphically visible 
for the long and mid-term, improving the decision making. This 
project shows that designing and implementing improvements 
while doing the planning job, is the right combination that really 
helps companies. Not just telling how to improve, but show 
company what works! 
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“Within a hectic period, the EyeOn consultant was in no time 
trusted within the company and was seen as ‘one of us’. She 
understood the current procedures quickly and they were 
improved if necessary. Issues of complexity are investigated and 
expected results, quantitative and qualitative, are achieved.”

Martijn van Waarsenburg
Logistic Manager Continental Bakeries

What does EyeOn stand for?
In striving for success, large companies have to continuously 
struggle against growing internal complexity. We help our 
clients manage this complexity by designing, implementing 
and executing excellent planning processes as a discriminating 
factor for this success. In order to achieve this, we develop and 
share knowledge about top level planning and forecasting, with 
constantly demonstrable return on investment for our clients.

Interested?
For more information on this testimonial please contact  
Monique Bourgondiën (monique.bourgondien@eyeon.nl).
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